66 mustang ignition switch wiring

Putting the key in the ignition switch and starting the car feels like second nature. However, if
your car has ignition switch problems , you may not be able to start the car at all. Ignition switch
problems can also cause issues on the road, such as unexpected shutdowns or electrical
problems. Here's how to fix several common issues. The average car key only has a few
hundred thousand combinations. Of course, if you access the car itself with your key, you likely
won't be able to turn on the ignition because of all those extra tumblers. This has really
happened, much to the chagrin of car owners and inadvertent felons. The ignition cylinder is
mechanically connected to the steering wheel lock, so a potential thief cannot steer the car
without the key. If you turn off the engine with the steering wheel turned or turn the steering
wheel after turning off the engine, the steering wheel lock can bind and prevent you from
turning the ignition. How To Fix It: Fortunately, this is an easy fix. Just turn the wheel back and
forth until the ignition cylinder is freed. You may insert and remove the ignition key thousands
of times every year, wearing the key and tumblers ever-so-slightly every time. Heavy keychains
can add more stress to the ignition cylinder, increasing wear. After a while, the key may fall out
of the cylinder or be unable to turn out of the lock position. How To Fix It: The best way to do
this is to get a new lockset, with new keys and a new cylinder. You might consider getting a
matched lockset that includes the door and trunk cylinders. The ignition switch itself is
connected to the ignition cylinder by a shaft or lever. Inside the ignition switch, several contacts
connect vital electrical systems needed to start and run the car. These generalizations, depend
significantly on year, make, and model. Worn ignition switch contacts, temperature problems, or
broken springs can all cause the ignition switch to fail, preventing you from starting your car.
On the road, poor ignition switch contacts could shut the engine off while driving, which could
be dangerous. How To Fix It: After ensuring the rest of the electrical system is intact, such as
fuses, relays, and circuits, replace the ignition switch. Modern cars with immobilizers use
transponder keys to enable or disable engine starting or running. The chip in the key transmits
a specific code, of which there are millions. If this code matches the ones programmed into the
vehicle, engine starting is enabled. An incorrect key code, such as from an unprogrammed key
or damaged key, would prevent engine starting. Electrical problems, such as broken
immobilizer antenna wiring, which usually encircles the ignition cylinder, can prevent the
engine immobilizer from reading transponder codes. Finally, some keys have battery-amplified
transponders, so a dead battery might prevent the codes from being read. How To Fix It: For
amplified transponders, replace the battery. Otherwise, you may need to have a professional
make sure all keys are programmed to your immobilizer and that the system is electrically
sound. Benjamin Jerew. Benjamin Jerew is an ASE-certified Master Automobile Technician with
over a decade of experience in auto repair, maintenance, and diagnosis. Updated August 14,
Electrical problem Ford Mustang V8 Two Wheel Drive Automatic unknow miles My mustang has
a new battery, starter, starter relay, ignition and alternator. It will not start by turning the key, it
with start by turning the key on and crossing the starter relay on the fender well. Can you please
advise where I should search next? Do you. Have you checked neutral safety switch? Try start
in neutral Was this answer. Yes, I did try and start it in neutral and still nothing. Do you think the
neutral safety switch is out? Was this answer. Yes it prohibits power to solenoid if car in gear.
This is going back to my teenage years but believe on trans find switch think three wires
remove with test light find power on a terminal believe jumper two outside. If starts replace
switch Was this answer. I will give that a try, might have to wait a while, it has been so hot here
in Phoenix, I about die in the heat anymore, getting old. LOL I will let you know what I find once
it cools down a little bit. Don Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Related
Engine Not Running Content. I Checked All The Asked by nicholastousseau yahoo. How to fix
an engine not starting running. Observing lights and sounds when the engine is not starting is
essential, these steps can give you a direction to proceed which are listed in order of difficulty.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! After walking car shows for more than 40 years,
we have seen tons of interesting rides. Open hoods say a lot about the person who owns the
Mustang and how much they know about automotive electrical systems. We see wiring bundles,
splices, and connections that leave us awake at night wondering if the guy got home without
help from the fire department. Un-protected circuits void of fuses or circuit breakers, vulnerable
wiring subject to chaffing and short circuits, way too many accessories on one circuit, HID
headlights without relays, big subwoofer sound systems with the original low-amp Autolite
alternator and a single battery, engines not properly grounded, and the list goes on. A safe
electrical system is your wealth in a classic Mustang. All wiring, connections, switches, and
accessories should be adequately protected to the point where they can be considered failsafe
and foolproof. This is easily one of the most common mistakes enthusiasts make with their
electrical systems. There are two theories on current flow. Some say positive to negative while
others say negative to positive. Nonetheless, you must have a solid connection between the

two. All grounding surfaces must be metal to metal. Improper grounding causes more electrical
gremlins than any other issue. It is best to have several grounds where possible to ensure a
complete circuit. You must always have a ground strap between the engine and firewall because
rubber engine mounts tend to insulate the engine from the chassis ground. We see this one all
the timeâ€”too high a load for the switch or circuit-breaker capacity. Wiring, relay, and
circuit-breaker capacity are crucial to proper and safe electrical-system function. Your engine
would sputter and fall flat on its face. Not enough electrical capacity is like trying to drink a
Slurpee with a cocktail straw. This is called resistance. Do this with a greater diameter straw
and flow is plentiful and resistance low. Wiring is the same way. Your high-amp starter requires
very heavy-gauge cable and a starter solenoid to make the connection. Your ignition switch
sends power to the solenoid, which is a relay that makes the connection between battery and
starter. The starter winding energizes, thereby cranking the engine. The same can be said for
high-amp devices like sound systems, electric radiator cooling fans, and high-intensity
headlights. You must have a switched relay to handle the amperage, along with the wiring
capacity to handle the load. Andrew Erichson of Painless not only suggests relays, but a
complete wiring package engineered to handle greater electrical loads. Accessories like electric
radiator cooling fans, subwoofer sound systems, and high-intensity headlights pull down a lot
of amps. You need a heavy-duty switching device to cycle power on and off with high-amp
electrical devices. A light duty switch energizes the relay, which completes the high-amp
electrical connection. Never be fooled into thinking you can run high-amp accessories through
a light-duty switch. Classic Mustang owners tend to get lost in the s when it comes to electrical
system demand. Most burned up during the first year of operation; leaving them connected
makes for a fire hazard. The Mr. AMP 3G single-wire internally regulated alternator from
Performance Distributors is an easy drop-in replacement for your 1G charger. This guy is
prewired and Performance Distributors gives you detailed instructions. AMP 3G comes with
cables and circuit protection for your safety. This one ranks right up there with poor grounding.
We see some of the darnedest wiring jobs in our travels, and quite frankly, it makes us nervous.
Willy-Nilly unprotected wiring strung all over the place is dangerous, especially if unprotected
by a fuse, fusible link, or circuit breaker. We see connections directly to the positive post or
starter solenoid, with no obvious circuit protection. It spells disaster if it shorts to ground.
Wiring should be wrapped and protected and follow a logical path from origin to destination. A
fusible link, when overloaded with a short circuit or extraordinarily high amp draw, will melt and
open the circuit like a fuse does. Your wiring should never look like this. Unprotected, they
become vulnerable to chaffing, heat, and the elements. Wiring should never be this vulnerable.
An engine harness, which includes ignition, senders, and charging system, should always be
wrapped and protected. If your existing wiring harness is loaded with splices and open butt
connectors, it is oftentimes smarter to replace the entire wiring harness with a new Alloy Metal
harness from CJ Pony Parts. A new harness is simply safer and can be installed in a matter of
hours. What makes the Alloy Metal harness superior to other reproductions is close attention to
detail. Wire colors are extruded, not painted, for permanent identification. Plugs are easier to
connect. Instrument lamp sockets will accommodate all LED bulbs without popping out.
Careless splices are another careless mistake enthusiasts make time and time again.
Automobiles move and vibrate, calling for a failsafe electrical connection. When you need to
splice electrical connections, use butt connectors and crimping pliers at a minimum. Do not use
diagonal cutting pliers. For best results, solder all connections and insulate them properly. Be
careful with your splices and wrapping. This is how you do it. This is how you splice and protect
a premium electrical system. This is not how you splice and connect. These are vulnerable
connections that can leave you stranded. Ideally, solder insulated boots to your ignition leads
and protect them from the elements. The dimmer switch is made of cast aluminum and your
floor pan is steel, and touching dissimilar metal can cause corrosion. This is a region where
moisture can get in, so the problem becomes even more critical. This piece also properly routes
switch wiring. We see more dimmer switch installations void of this important insulator, which
goes in between the dimmer switch and floorpan. Pertronix has long been known for innovative
ignition products that have made our lives as hobbyists easier. Check this out. We like this
professional-grade wire crimper from Pertronix. Put your diagonal cutting pliers away and
invest in this timesaving tool. It is designed to crimp virtually any size wire and yields
professional results. Fact is, your battery must be secured with a stud and nut battery
hold-down in the interest of safety. The Ignitor must have 12 to 14 volts to perform as designed.
Another mistake we see, and have made, is proper grounding of the Ignitor module. And if it
starts without the ground strap, the engine will stall sooner or later. Aftermarket ignition
systems must have the full complement of 12 to 14 volts to function properly. Another option is
to use the Pertronix ignition relay kit and trigger the relay with the stock resistor wire, too. Jim

Thayer at Alloy Metal Products, which makes outstanding reproduction wiring products for CJ
Pony Parts, National Parts Depot, and other major Mustang parts retailers, told us one of the
biggest mistakes people make is to second-guess electrical engineers. We splice and look to
factory fuse boxes when adding circuits, Jim tells us. All Alloy Metal Products wiring harnesses
have the auxiliary factory switched and constant live plugs found in original wiring harnesses.
You cannot remove the stripe identification. Proper wire sizing is what building a safe electrical
system is all about. Too many of us improperly size wiring for the load and wind up in trouble.
When we spoke with Jim Thayer at Alloy Metal Products about how to add circuits to the factory
wiring harness he stressed using the connections Ford and Alloy Metal provide, and knowing
when and how to add protected auxiliary circuits with relays for high-amp draw accessories.
Never overtax the stock wiring harness with a dangerous splice. And never run a higher amp
fuse than a circuit is designed for. Fuses are there for your protection. Bypass them or install an
accessory without them and you risk fire. Circuit breakers do the same thing as fuses, except
they automatically reset themselves when the short expires and contacts cool. Never use more
circuit breaker capacity than a circuit is designed for. From circuit breakers for accessories like
air conditioning are mounted and connected on this switched post. It can be unsafe if it shorts
out before the breaker. We will always wonder what Ford electrical engineers were thinking
when they came up with this oneâ€”the power post from Mustang ignition switches. It is live
when the ignition is on or in accessory mode. It is also vulnerable to short circuits and fire. We
often add a long rubber vacuum cap or electrical tape to cover and protect the stud from
accidental contact. From Ford ignition switches had this auxiliary power switched post. It
provides power for accessories and is normally fitted with a circuit breaker but not all of them
were. Always cap this post with a rubber or plastic insulator to prevent accidental short to
ground experiences. We learned this one the hard way. Closely inspect the filament and
filament support posts for distortion that can cause an internal short circuit and potentially a
fire. We have experienced at least one taillight bulb internal short that melted a main wiring
harness. When we traced the cause it was learned one of our taillight bulbs suffered an internal
short when one post leaned over and touched the other. Periodically perform a light bulb
inspection on your classic Mustang. Some parking and taillight bulbs have been known to short
internally. It has never been easier to convert your standard interior Mustang to the much
sought-after Interior Decor Group optionâ€”aka Pony interior. Mishimoto EcoBoost Mustang
intercooler test with datalogs and track times. Replacing the inverter on a Cobra Terminator
gauge cluster. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Performance
Seat Upgrade for any Fox-body Mustang. Mustang Monthly. How To. Interior Electrical. Jim
Smart. Sources American Autowire. Painless Performance Products. PerTronix Performance
Products. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View
More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang Removing and replacing a
classic Mustang Ignition switch is a pretty easy task, it only requires a paper clip to remove the
ignition cylinder and an ignition switch bezel tool if you need to remove the entire switch
assembly. Read this article to see just how easy it is. To remove the ignition cylinder from the
assembly you will need the ignition key and a large paper clip. Bend one end of the paper clip
straight, put the key in the ignition, turn the ignition switch to the accessory position, insert the
paper clip into the small hole, push inward and then turn the ignition switch again counter clock
wise and pull out the cylinder. To remove the entire assembly you should use an ignition switch
bezel tool to remove the bezel from the assembly, the bezel secures the switch assembly to the
dash. Thanks for that demonstration, it helped me out on my 67 Mustang. Ranger â€” July 13,
PM. Hello, I actually have a question. Yesterday his key got stuck in the ignition. Do you have
any advice or do you know how to perform this task? Lady E â€” August 13, PM. Having a whale
of a time getting the Ignition switch to go back in the tumblers are not lining up right trying to
make sure the key is in correct position and seems there is only one way for the cylinder to
slide in very frustrated. JoeResto â€” October 9, PM. Great to find some online write-ups for the
classic Mustang! Might you know where a Ignition Switch Harness could be found? Thanks Matt
â€” November 8, PM. I need to replace the switch in my 66 Mustang but my key is broken. How
can I do this with out a key? Amy â€” December 9, AM. I would recommend removing the
ignition assembly from the car completely; it is spring loaded so all you have to do is apply
pressure to the face of the bezel with the palm of your hand and then from the back side push
the switch assembly toward you and gift it a twist to disengage it from the bezel.. JoeResto â€”
December 9, AM. Hey Joe, quick question. I was replacing my ignition cylinder last week, but
upon trying to put the new one back in, I realized that the back of the assembly had come apart.
There are like 3 pieces: a black piece that the end of the lock cylinder seems to mate to, and 2
copper plates. Is there a diagram that i could find that would help me put it back together? Hope
you can help! Thanks, Sean sean â€” July 3, PM. Sean, If your ignition assembly has fallen apart

I would recommend replacing it; the last thing you need is an electrical fire or wiring melt down.
JoeResto â€” July 5, PM. I just replaced the ignition cylinder on my 66 Mustang Pony. Also
while the key is in the cylinder it is hard to remove when in off position. With cylinder removed
the key comes out easier. Freddy â€” February 27, AM. Have a question, I have removed the
cylinder, bezel and bracket. Looks like a small nut in the back of the switch. Oh its a 67
mustang. Thanks for any help. Joe â€” April 14, AM. Joe, If you have the switch out but still
attached the the wiring, then yes the small nut needs to be taken off and then you can pull the
ignition switch out of the Mustang. JoeResto â€” April 14, AM. Have a couple of questions I
have a 66 mustang and replaced battery, alternator, ignition module, and solenoid. Looks like
the starter is new, but some times when I go to start it the car will still keep trying to roll over
and the last time it would not turn of had to disconnect the solenoid to get it to shut off and then
went to start it again later that month battery was dead and the 14 amp acc fuse keeps blowing
every time I turn the key to on position now seems like starter may be jammed Bill â€” May 22,
PM. JoeResto, can the ignition cylinder from a 67 Mustang be used in a 66? I want to replace all
the locks in the car but the only complete kit is for a Mustang Joe â€” July 5, PM. Mustang Joe, I
do not believe that the ignition cylinder from the 67 Mustang will work in the 66 Mustang, I also
think that the door locks may be a little bigger in diameter on the JoeResto â€” July 8, AM. As i
see it the cylinder goes in only one way. When I slide in the ignition cylinder it slides in fine,
then i push it as far as it will go and turn counter clockwise. Is the cylinder suppose to lock in
place and then you can turn it clockwise to start it? Eike johnson â€” July 16, AM. Eike, The
ignition cylinder should lock in place once inserted, make sure that the key is in the cylinder
when you do the installation; You can also do a bench assembly while the switch and cylinder
is not installed in the car to get a feel for how it all works, then do the installation. JoeResto â€”
July 22, AM. Hey I have a?. I have a 70 mustang had to replace the switch on the column with a
after market part BDW cs I also had to splice the pig tale from the original switch. Any help? I
have taken out my ignition switch and the key tumbler. I bought a new bezel and the hole
ignition switch and keys. I want to reinstall it. Is there a special tool for the ? John â€”
September 17, PM. Nancy â€” November 2, PM. You should be able to remove the entire ignition
switch assembly without a key. You will need to remove the bezel that holds the ignition
assembly to the dash using the removal tool or a larg flat head screw driver. JoeResto â€”
November 8, AM. Josh â€” December 6, PM. As they were the only keys how do I remove the
ignition cylinder from the column and replace it? Thanks in advance and Happy New Year. Can
the cylinder be removed from the ignition without the key, the car we are restoring has no keys.
Thank you. The key is required to remove the cylinder from the switch; however you should be
able to remove the entire switch and replace it and the key cylinder or you can take it to the lock
smith and have the key cylinder moved. JoeResto â€” March 26, AM. Can you tell me where to
buy the ignition switch bezel tool to remove the bezel from the assembly so I can remove and
replace the switch, thanks, Joseph Joe â€” December 8, PM. Stacy c. Is there a ignition switch
bezel tool for a 66 mustang? I cant install the new switch its spring loaded,and I cant get
enough pressure on it to slip and turn the front bezel on!!!!! Dan W. OK, I must be missing
something simple. I have it all back together but I cant get the new key sleeve to stay in the
cylinder. I get it lined up correctly so that the knob depresses the spring in the back of the
switch. When I turn the lock it moves so you can feel the acc, off, start, and run position. But
when I let go of the key it springs out at me. What an I missing? You should try the assembly on
the bench, out of the car; this will help you clearly identify the problem. The small hole is at the
top left instead of the bottom right. Could the reason be that the previous owner put the cylinder
upside down? If so what should I do? This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your
comment data is processed. Share this: Share Facebook. More Related Posts. Classic Mustang
Decoder - How To. How Mustang Power Steering Works. Lady E â€” August 13, PM Having a
whale of a time getting the Ignition switch to go back in the tumblers are not lining up right
trying to make sure the key is in correct position and seems there is only one way for the
cylinder to slide in very frustrated. JoeResto â€” December 9, AM outstanding
instructions!!!!!!!!!! Thanks, Sean sean â€” July 3, PM Sean, If your ignition assembly has fallen
apart I would recommend replacing it; the last thing you need is an electrical fire or wiring melt
down. JoeResto â€” July 5, PM hi quick question, i want to get a key cut for my 66 mustang at
the local home depot what type of key do 66 mustangs use. Joe â€” April 14, AM Joe, If you
have the switch out but still attached the the wiring, then yes the small nut needs to be taken off
and then you can pull the ignition switch out of the Mustang. JoeResto â€” April 14, AM Have a
couple of questions I have a 66 mustang and replaced battery, alternator, ignition module, and
solenoid. Looks like the starter is new, but some times when I go to start it the car will still keep
trying to roll over and the last time it would not turn of had to disconnect the solenoid to get it
to shut off and then went to start it again later that month battery was dead and the 14 amp acc

fuse keeps blowing every time I turn the key to on position now seems like starter may be
jammed Bill â€” May 22, PM JoeResto, can the ignition cylinder from a 67 Mustang be used in a
66? Mus
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tang Joe â€” July 5, PM Mustang Joe, I do not believe that the ignition cylinder from the 67
Mustang will work in the 66 Mustang, I also think that the door locks may be a little bigger in
diameter on the JoeResto â€” July 8, AM ive just replaced the assembly and ignition cylinder on
Mustang. Eike johnson â€” July 16, AM Eike, The ignition cylinder should lock in place once
inserted, make sure that the key is in the cylinder when you do the installation; You can also do
a bench assembly while the switch and cylinder is not installed in the car to get a feel for how it
all works, then do the installation. John â€” September 17, PM how can you get it out without a
key? Nancy â€” November 2, PM You should be able to remove the entire ignition switch
assembly without a key. JoeResto â€” November 8, AM i got a 86 mustang and i really dont
know much about it im trying to put a new key swich in it i lost the keys to the old one and have
know idea how to change it.. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.

